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SUMMARY Millimeter-wave (mm-wave) radio is attracting attention as one of the key enabling physical layer technologies for the fifth-generation (5G) mobile access and backhaul. This paper aims at clarifying possible roles of mm-wave radio in the 5G development and performing a comprehensive literature survey on mm-wave radio channel modeling essential for the feasibility study. Emphasis in the literature survey is laid on grasping the typical behavior of mm-wave channels, identifying missing features in the presently available channel models for the design and evaluation of the mm-wave radio links within the 5G context, and exemplifying different channel modeling activities through analyses performed in the authors’ group. As a key technological element of the mm-wave radios, reduced complexity beamforming is also addressed. Design criteria of the beamforming are developed based on the spatial multipath characteristics of measured indoor mm-wave channels.
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1. Introduction

High-data-rate wireless data transfer is one of the most essential needs of the modern society to get access to flood of information anywhere at anytime. The wireless network infrastructure serving the backhaul and access links is facing challenges to cope with increasing mobile data traffic. Deployment of the fourth-generation cellular radio standards, the Long Term Evolution, and cellular offloading effort through wireless local area networks and device-to-device communications has been in progress. However, the drastic increase of the mobile data traffic will most likely exceed the capacity of the being-reinforced wireless network infrastructure soon. For this reason, the development of fifth-generation (5G) mobile networks has been of interest of operators and mobile device manufacturers. Collective actions towards the development have been initiated in different parts of the world. One of such actions is the European framework program 7 call 8 project METIS2020 [1], which aims at improved per-area spectrum efficiency, energy efficiency, and end-to-end latency. Among the candidate technologies in the physical layer that may lead to fulfilling the 5G target performance are the use of millimeter-wave (mm-wave) radio frequency spectrum and of a massive number of antenna arrays. Mm-wave radio frequency frequencies have a number of distinct features that makes them attractive but also challenging for fulfilling the target. While abundant radio spectrum available for communication worldwide is the most apparent reason to attract attention, the possibility of dense frequency reuse over spatial domain complements the global trend of moving towards small cells for efficient interference and energy management, leading to improved per-area spectral efficiency.

Deployment of mm-wave radios for broadband data transfer was considered in the late 80’s for outdoor scenarios. The deployment mainly concerns fixed point-to-point links, where the radio wave propagation in urban street canyons and the attenuation due to penetration through tree canopies were reported already as influential phenomena of such links [2], [3]. Later in the 90’s the deployment scenario was extended to indoor scenarios where human blockage and penetration loss through walls are the major interests of investigation to determine the coverage and the link budget. A large number of papers were produced for the indoor channel modeling and reporting the importance of interplay of propagation channels with directional antennas in terms of alignment and polarization [4]–[6]. The main research interests were link budget, delay dispersion, and Doppler effects. Later the use of slightly higher frequencies in the mm-wave band became an interest of the industry, which is facilitated by the orders of the FCC [7] and recommendation of the ECC within the CEPT [8] that define service rules for the spectrum use of 71–76 GHz, 81–86 GHz, and 92–95 GHz bands for fixed point-to-point wireless local area networks. The service is expected to use highly directional antennas not only for ensuring the quality of the intended link, but also for minimizing the interference to the other links operating in the same environment for coexistence. Directional communications are also specified as a means to extend the coverage in the standards for wireless personal and local area networks in small-area, i.e., the IEEE 802.15.3c-2009 [9] and 802.11ad-2012 [10]. The standards and following industrial activities have made various products available in consumer applications for wireless high-definition multimedia interface [11], [12]. Given the progress in complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor technology for manufacturing mm-wave radio frequency chipsets, the mm-wave radios can serve as a viable cost-effective solution to provide broadband data connection [13]. The mm-wave radios for the coming 5G backhaul and mobile may be defined as a convergence of outdoor and indoor mm-wave infrastructure and access schemes that are summarized above, and are characterized as
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1. Multi-user and multi-site access capability through intelligent management of interference and co-existence over space using beamforming;
2. Access points (or base stations) that can handle both small-cell short-range access links and medium-range wireless back- or front-haul links;
3. Support of moderate user mobility, and even dual-mobility in case of a device-to-device communication; and finally,
4. Coordinated operation of the network with lower microwave frequencies as a fall-back option.

There has already been several reports that discuss the feasibility of mm-wave mobile broadband access [14]–[16], which includes a demonstration of directional mobile access through beamforming. As one of the limiting factors of any radio system, radio wave propagation at the mm-wave band has already been an interest of those who design and evaluate the systems since the 80’s. There have been significant effort devoted to the measurement and modeling of mm-wave radio channels. Since new requirements and functions of radio systems are emerging as summarized above, radio channel models need also refinement such that they are usable for the design and evaluation of the functions [17]. The main goal of this paper therefore is to provide a survey on the available channel models for mm-wave bands and discuss their possible improvement for the purpose of 5G-relevant mm-wave radio link design and evaluation. As a concrete example, stochastic and site-specific channel modeling activities of the authors’ group are introduced. The present paper then gives a summary of beamforming schemes, which are essential functions for the mm-wave radios to be a strong candidate technology for 5G mobile network. Beamforming design criteria will be elaborated by the analysis of authors’ group. The paper finally lists an essential but missing features of channel modeling that needs to be complemented by collective efforts of channel measurements and modeling.

This paper is organized in 6 sections. After this introduction, Sect. 2 summarizes generic features of a channel model that needs to be equipped for the purpose of radio link design and evaluation. Section 3 then introduces specific examples of available channel models following the classification into stochastic and site-specific models. Section 4 turns our attention to beamforming for mm-wave where the tradeoff between complexity and performance gains is of the utmost importance. Section 5 discusses challenges in establishing mm-wave channel models for fulfilling the 5G target performance and mentions possibilities to address the challenges. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. The Radio and Propagation Channels

As a general framework of radio channel modeling, this section distinguishes the multipath propagation and radio channels to highlight their levels of abstraction for the channel modeling. Mathematical expressions of the radio and propagation channels are given, which are generic and applicable to both indoor and outdoor scenarios, and both to cellular and small-area coverage as far as far-field electromagnetic propagation is dominant.

The radio signals that transfer the data wirelessly over the physical environment go through three physical entities, i.e., transmit (Tx) antenna, multipath propagation, and receive (Rx) antenna. The multipath propagation is something we are always given in the context of radio communication and cannot engineer for performing better to improve the link. The propagation channel is independent of antennas, and the radio channel responses are determined once the Tx and Rx antennas illuminate the propagation channel. Figure 1 illustrates the decomposition of the radio channel into antennas and the propagation channel [18].

2.1 Multipath Propagation Channels

Looking at the propagation channel, the most popular way to express it is through a superposition of an infinite number of plane waves at a time instant $t$ and a single frequency $f$, denoted as

$$P_p = \left[ \alpha_l, \Gamma_l, \Gamma'_l, \tau_l \right]_{\ell=1}^{\infty},$$

where $\alpha \in \mathbb{C}^{2 \times 2}$ is a polarimetric complex amplitude, $\Gamma = [\phi \theta]$ and $\Gamma' = [\phi' \theta']$ are vectors composed of azimuth and polar angles of the plane wave radiation and reception at the Tx and Rx, respectively, and $\tau$ is the propagation delay time. The polar angle $\theta$ is related to the elevation angle $\psi$ as $\theta = \pi/2 - \psi$. A symbol with subscript $(-)$ means a parameter value for the $l$-th plane wave, while the quantity represents the Rx side if a symbol is with a prime ($'$). In practice, the number of plane waves is limited to $L$ due to the limited dynamic range of the channel.

2.2 Radio Channels

A multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna channel
at a frequency \( f \) and a time instant \( t \) is expressed in an equivalent baseband form as

\[
y = Hx + \xi_n.
\]  

(2)

where \( x \in \mathbb{C}^N \) is an input signal vector to the Tx antenna ports, \( H \) is a transfer function matrix of a MIMO radio channel, \( y \in \mathbb{C}^N \) and \( \xi_n \) are the output signal and the complex white Gaussian noise vectors at the Rx antenna ports, respectively; \( N \) and \( N' \) denote the number of Tx and Rx antenna elements. The \((j',j)\)-th entry of the MIMO channel matrix is a channel transfer function of the radio channel between the \( j \)-th Tx and \( j' \)-th Rx antenna elements, and is derived from the propagation channel (1) by combining the antenna far-field patterns as

\[
h_{ij} = \sum_{l=1}^L q_j^{H}(\Gamma'_l)\alpha_l q_j(\Gamma_l)e^{j2\pi f\tau_l} \tag{3}
\]

where \( q(\Gamma) \in \mathbb{C}^2 \) is a polarimetric complex gain of the antenna element to the direction \( \Gamma \). The operation \( ^H \) denotes the Hermitian transpose. The phase of the complex gain of the antenna elements are defined with respect to an origin of the coordinate system of the radio channel.

2.3 Characteristics Parameters of Radio Channels

The transfer function of the radio channel (3) is a basis for any channel modeling and hence different characteristics parameters of the channel can be extracted from it. For example, the small-scale fading is determined by a variation of its normalized magnitude, while the pathloss and shadowing are derived from the mean magnitude of them; the time-varying channel impulse responses and instantaneous Doppler spectrum is derived from the time-varying transfer function using the Fourier transform [19], [20]. Power delay profiles (PDPs) and the Doppler spectrum yields from an ensemble average of the instantaneous realizations. Their first- and second-order moments are the mean delay, delay spread, and Doppler spread [20]. Similarly it is straightforward to derive the Tx and Rx power angular spectrum (PAS) by applying the Fourier transform to the transfer functions across antenna array elements. The second order moment of the PAS is called the angular spread. As a relationship of the Fourier pair, the delay, Doppler, and angular spreads are inversely proportional to the channel coherence over the frequency, time, and distances [19], [20].

3. Survey on Mm-Wave Radio Channel Models

Channel models are tools to reproduce the physical parameters of the propagation channel (1), the transfer function of the radio channel (3), or their characteristics parameters summarized in Sect. 2.3, using mathematical expressions. The reproduced channels must resemble the measured ones and retain their characteristics parameters. Structure, accuracy, and the computational complexity of the model is different for what to reproduce, i.e., the physical parameters, the transfer functions, or the characteristics parameters. The models for physical parameters (1) tend to have a complex structure, while they have flexibility in terms of antenna types at the Tx and Rx. The models for transfer functions (3) and characteristics parameters are always specific to certain antennas at the Tx and Rx. Since antenna reconfigurability due to, e.g., beamforming, is one of the most distinguished features and is playing an important role in the mm-wave radio links, the models for physical parameters have been found most versatile. This section summarizes available channel models for physical parameters, transfer functions, and characteristics parameters.

3.1 Stochastic Channel Models

Stochastic channel models reproduce the parameters of interest based on observation of measured channels and statistics of the characteristics parameters. This approach is considered as a generalization of measured channels and hence is often used as a reference channel model with which the performance of different physical layer schemes is analyzed and compared.

3.1.1 Large-Scale Models

**Pathloss and shadowing:** Most works reported in the literature discuss the large-scale and small-scale models separately. The most important large-scale characteristics parameters of the radio channel are pathloss and shadowing, which have been reported for a variety of indoor and outdoor environments both in line-of-sight (LOS) and non-LOS (NLOS) cases. It may not be straightforward to establish a pathloss model that is applicable for varying types of antennas since they illuminate propagation channels differently depending on their beamwidth and orientation. This is especially a critical issue at mm-waves where antennas are equipped with beamforming. Reported mm-wave pathloss models often include the effect of high directionality of antennas, leading to large shadow fading due to fluctuation of the received power for different antenna pointing angles, while there are models with omni-directional antennas that were either obtained from channel sounding campaigns with omni-directional antennas or synthesized from directional antenna measurements [21]. [22] provides a summary of pathloss exponents and shadowing reported in previous literatures for indoor environments. The summary proposes generic indoor and office pathloss models for LOS and NLOS cases. The summary furthermore concludes that there is no significant difference of the pathloss exponent between the use of omni-directional or directional antennas. For outdoor cellular scenarios, a seminal work [23] reports pathloss exponents of 3.6 and 10.4 for the intended and outside-coverage areas at 55 GHz in urban microcellular street canyon scenarios. A number of pathloss exponents and shadowing estimates are reported [24]–[28] for a peer-to-peer and cellular outdoor scenarios at various mm-wave frequencies.
It is reported in various literatures that directional antennas in single-carrier transmission and the frequency-flatness of delay spread depths durations of 8000 and 500 ms in a crowded aircraft cabin [48] reports maximum and median and for 300 ms with 11-15 persons. A similar analysis for period of 100 ms in a scenario with one-to-five person walking shows that the human body shadowing lasts for a median period on the azimuth and elevation of the Tx and Rx antennas. The seminal work [57] reports the delay spread up to 200 ns in an outdoor setting, while several papers report delay spreads lower than 20 ns in the best cases, even with NLOS outdoor scenarios, e.g., [26], [58]–[60]. A summary of delay spread values reported in major literatures with varying antenna configurations in indoor scenarios is available in [61]. [62]–[64] reports the delay spread under the presence and absence of human bodies in in-vehicle and aircraft cabins. [65] infers a proportionality of the delay spread with the size of the room.

Angular spread: Angular spread represents the multipath richness seen at the antennas that determines the effectiveness of the spatial and angular diversity and spatial multiplexing. The reported angular spread values [66]–[69] are mostly for indoor scenarios as summarized in Table 2. The normalized angular spread is a dimensionless quantity and ranges from 0 to 1, corresponding to highly angularly selective and dispersive channels, respectively [66]. The maximum angular spread is observed in a uniform power spectrum that yields azimuth and elevation angular spread in degree of 104° and 52°. [70] reports angular spreads of an indoor NLOS channel for different Tx and Rx antenna polarizations, showing that they vary about ±40% and ±10% around the median value on the azimuth and elevation domains, respectively. The angular spread values in outdoor cellular scenarios are presently lacking, though there have been several measurements that allow for them, e.g., [24], [28], [71].

3.1.2 Small-Scale Models

Power spectrum models: The widely-used approach of small-scale channel modeling is characterization of the shape of PDP, PAS, and the Doppler spectrum. The spectrum shape allows us to reproduce physical parameters (1) in a statistical manner. The spectrum shape is determined solely by observation of the measured channels as summarized in the following.

Power delay profiles: The popularly observed shape of the
PDP in measurements is a single or superposition of multiple exponentially decaying spectrum. Each of the exponentially decaying spectrum is treated as a unit to build the entire channel and called a cluster [72], [73]. The PDP shape has been reported in the microwave frequency band originally, and the same shape was also found applicable at the mm-wave band [74]–[76]. A simplified shape model yields the tapped delay line model, e.g., as reported for indoor rooms [77] at 62 GHz and outdoor fixed links [33], [78] around 30 GHz. The delay-domain multi-cluster model is parameterized in various scenarios, such as desktop [79], residential, office, and kiosk [80], cubicle office [81], [82], a conference room [83], and inside a passenger car compartment [84]. A number of refinement is made compared to the original multi-cluster model; the desktop model [79] introduces a two-path model in addition to the multi-cluster model that represents the fading due to LOS and a reflection from a desk. The conference room model [82] introduces an exponential power decay of clusters over delay before the cluster peak, in addition to those after the peak. They are called pre-cursor and post-cursor intra-cluster models, which are observed often when the main beams of antennas are pointing to one of the scattering objects in a cluster. These extensive works constitute the standardized indoor channel models for the IEEE 802.15.3c [85] and the 802.11ad [86] task groups. Further extension of the model is performed, for example, towards a unified delay domain small-scale channel model that is applicable for microwave and mm-wave ultrawideband channels [87]. [88] complements the cluster parameters following the principle of the 11ad-model, and furthermore found that small fixtures such as ceiling lamps and shelves are often visible as clusters, despite they are neglected for the sake of simplicity in the 11ad-model. As an alternative model, the papers [89], [90] characterize their measured PDPs as a combination of specular and diffuse components that appear as discrete spikes and continuously decaying power spectrum over delay, respectively. The diffuse spectrum behaves as if it was a noise floor, as commonly observed in PDPs at microwave frequencies [91]. An exemplary PDP measured at 60 GHz in a large indoor scenario is depicted in Fig. 2, where the diffuse spectrum is clearly visible but occupies only 10% of the total received power [92].

Power angular spectrum: Various channel sounding reveals that a PAS at mm-wave is typically modeled as superposition of clusters as commonly reported in microwave frequency channels, e.g., [73]. In particular, [88], [93] report Laplacian distribution cluster PAS with the standard deviation of 15° in indoor channels. [79] reports the standard deviation of 35° in desktop scenarios. The works [24], [28], [60], [94] report a angularly-selective PAS in built-up urban areas at 28 and 73 GHz. In [24], [28], maximum 4 main directions of multipaths were observed at an elevated base station and a mobile, with each direction having angular spreads of about 15° and less than 6° in azimuth and elevation, respectively. The works [60], [94] on the other hand report a larger number of directions available in similar dense urban environments, with no information of the angular spread. The indoor channel sounding [70] shows clear clustering of multipaths according to the PAS and power angular-delay profiles. In contrast, there are also works reporting PAS spread over wide angular range; [71] shows PAS of outdoor rooftop-to-ground channels at 28 GHz, revealing rich scattering even in LOS cases. The work [90] reports that radio channels in large indoor scenarios at 60 and 70 GHz show a uniform distribution of propagation paths over the azimuth angle, and that the path clustering phenomenon is not prevailing over the spatio-temporal domain. In the standard channel models for short-range scenarios [85], [86], the PAS is modeled as a set of clusters each having Gaussian or Laplacian distributed intra-cluster PAS. Their standard deviation differs significantly from 5° to over 100° indicating a very wide angular dispersion, depending on the scenario.

Doppler spectrum: The Doppler spectrum of the channel determines the average frequency-shift due to the movement of mobiles and changes in environments. Previous reports characterize time variation of the channel due to human activity mainly through the coherence time rather than the Doppler spectrum since it is possible at the mm-wave band to have large frequency spacing between two neighboring frequency tones that makes the Doppler-shift marginal. On the other hand, the maximum Doppler shift is intuitively higher at the mm-wave than at microwave frequencies due to the shorter wavelength [95], which can make the channel estimation quickly obsolete in case of a device mobility. The Doppler power spectrum in an indoor scenario is reported to have a Laplacian shape centered at 0 Hz along with peaks due to florescent lights at 50 and 100 Hz [49], similarly to the previously reported indoor channel model [96]. In contrast, the Doppler spectrum of a cellular mobile channel has not been reported from measurements in literatures, partly because of high time sampling rate required.

Depolarization: Exploitation of orthogonal polarizations is an effective method to acquire extra degrees-of-freedoms in radio channels and hence to increase the channel capacity while maintaining the form factor of the antenna array. Depolarization of transmitted electric fields during radio propagation is an important phenomenon that characterizes the cross-talk between two orthogonal polarizations and determines the extent of capacity gain. Only a handful of papers report the depolarization effects through the cross-polarization ratio (XPR) of propagation paths; [97] mentions a median XPR of 20 dB in large indoor channels at 70 GHz, while a contribution in [98] reports mean XPR values of 17.1 and 8.3 dB for specular and diffuse propagation in indoor 60 GHz channels. The high XPR values than those at microwave frequency bands manifest more effective increase of the capacity gain. Such analysis lacks in outdoor cellular environments presently.

Geometry-based models: A geometry-based stochastic channel model (GSCM) is another convenient way to reproduce the physical parameters of plane waves (1). Different from parameterizing the shape of power spectrum,
this model further elaborates attributes of multipath plane waves to physical but imaginary distribution of electromagnetic field scatterers. Creation of the scatterer distribution is made either on an imaginary map, e.g., [99], where each scatterer is characterized by the three-dimensional coordinate, or with angles of departure and arrival and delay of each scatterer seen from the Tx and Rx antennas, e.g., [100]. These approaches have similarities to the site-specific modeling detailed in Sect. 3.2 but are much simpler in mathematical characterization and computational load due to the assumption that the GSCM is based on an imaginary scenario. The GSCMs gain popularity in modeling the channels at the microwave frequencies and are used as a reference channel model for example in 3GPP [101] and ITU [102] thanks to their reasonable compromise between the accuracy and complexity. Selection of parameters in GSCM is an important design aspect to make the model output as realistic as measured channels in terms of the characteristics parameters defined in Sect. 2.3.

It is more straightforward to identify electromagnetic field scatterers in outdoor than indoor scenarios due to the existence of distinct objects that produce multipaths, such as walls of large buildings and high-elevated landmarks such as a tall tower [103]. The GSCMs at mm-waves therefore have been built for outdoor scenarios, a seminal work being for fixed point-to-point wireless links at 20 GHz [104]–[106]. Geometrical properties of wave scattering objects such as a height distribution of rooftops, tilt and orientation of building surfaces and their reflectivity are determined statistically. A GSCM for a fixed point-to-point link in suburban scenarios was proposed in [36]. More recently, the papers [107], [108] provides parameterization of electromagnetic field scatterer locations for a GSCM covering 81–86 GHz mm-wave band in a street canyon scenario. The scatterer distribution of the model [108] is presented in Fig. 3(a). The two dashed lines correspond to the line of building walls and the scatterers can exist both on the street and inside a building. The scatterers on the street possibly represent cars, foliage scattering, and lampposts, while those inside the building are allowed to consider multiple reflections from the building walls. The model output is compared with measured channels using the PDPs in order to demonstrate validity of the model as shown in Fig. 3(b). It is worth noting that the GSCM is not limited only to outdoor, but is also applicable to indoor scenarios. A part of necessary model parameters of the GSCM for outdoor channels at 28 and 73 GHz are presented in [28], [109], while those for indoor 60 GHz channels is reported in [110].

As in the street-canyon scenario, the scatterer distribution in the GSCM can reflect a specific layout of physical scatterers that characterize the propagation channel. An example is found in the mm-wave GSCM for inter-vehicular links [46], where the body and roof of a link-shadowing car and the ground are identified as major scattering points when simulating a channel between two vehicles. The car shape is simplified and modeled for the ease of determining the scattering points. Using the uniform theory of diffraction to calculate the diffraction losses, the model provides good agreement of pathloss in comparison with measurements. The works [111]–[113] allow over-the-rooftop propagation modeling by characterizing buildings as rectangular and cylindrical obstacles. A hybrid uniform theory of diffraction-physical optics approach is derived for accurate prediction of the pathloss in the vertically and horizontally polarized fields.

Fig. 2 An exemplary PDP measured in a shopping mall at 60 GHz. Reproduced from [90].

Fig. 3 Exemplary mm-wave GSCM for an outdoor street-canyon scenario at 81–86 GHz band. (a) The scatterer distribution and (b) the comparison of the reproduced multipaths and measurements. Reproduced from [108].
3.2 Site-Specific Models

Stochastic models that we have been reviewing so far are intended for design, evaluation, and comparison of different physical layer schemes. The stochastic models are therefore designed to be generic and minimize the specificity of the channels, such as measurement sites and antenna locations, and classify the channels only in an abstract level, such as outdoor/indoor and LOS/NLOS conditions. Considering the fact that there are plenty of different PDP shapes that lead to the same delay spread, the stochastic treatment of the channel through its moment values allows to generalize the channel model. The site-specific models, in contrast, aims at reproducing the channels at an intended location accurately for the purpose of coverage design for example. Recently the site-specific model is also seen as an alternative to channel sounding, provided that it is ensured that the model produces realistic channels well. It is advantageous to use the site-specific modeling along with measurements since the model can interpolate and even extrapolate the time-consuming and hardware-intensive channel sounding. In parameterizing the IEEE 802.11ad channel model, the joint use of channel sounding and site-specific model was promoted as an efficient approach [86].

3.2.1 Interaction between Waves and Objects

Site-specific models are implemented by ray- or geometrical-optics approximation of electromagnetic field propagation. The high radio frequency at the mm-wave band makes the approximation more suitable than the microwave frequency band. The sharp spatial transition in diffraction from the lit to shadowed regions suggests that the diffraction plays marginal role in wave propagation [114],[115]. There is a wide variety of material property characterization reported in the literature such as refractive index, relative dielectric parameters, reflection coefficients, and transmission losses per unit thickness [54],[116]–[130], along with the material parameters recommended by the ITU-R [131]. Different per-path human body shadowing models are proposed; for example, [132] uses a cylindrical metallic object as a model of a human body, showing that the shadowing depth does not change much for 2.4, 5.7, and 62 GHz in an indoor wireless link. [133] proposes to describe the human body as two intersecting metallic plates. They shadow the path of interest and produce diffracted paths from the two side edges and the top edge, and show close resemblance to measurements in terms of shadowing depth and duration. Along with those knowledge of wave interaction with objects, it is possible to predict the multipath propagation channel in a deterministic way.

3.2.2 Site-Specific Prediction Methods

Seminal works of site-specific channel prediction uses the geometrical optics to analyze urban street-canyon scenarios and compares the results with measurements, showing sufficient agreement of delay spread [134]. Similar comparison between the prediction and measurements was performed also in various indoor and outdoor scenarios using received field strength distributions [135]–[139], delay spreads [140], [141], and PAS [142], [143]. There are different statements on the required order of reflection, diffraction and scattering for accurate prediction of PDPs; [144] shows that the fourth and sixth order reflections are required to predict small- and medium-sized rooms accurately in terms of the delay spread, while [139] considers first order reflection and diffraction, and foliage loss in outdoor settings, giving reasonable agreement of the received power at 12.5 and 30 GHz. Finally, a recent work [145] indicates that the first-order scattering may be enough. Different analyses of mm-wave channels [43], [146] show that the direct wave and the first-order reflected waves carries most power in LOS propagation environments, while diffraction and second-order reflection play an important role in NLOS propagation. The work [147] demonstrates agreement of channels inside a sport pavilion based on ray-tracing and measurements with varying complexity of building data, showing that the most complex building data would be needed to predict channels from inside to outside of the pavilion. The work [148] introduces a beam-tracing method instead of the ray-tracing to reduce the number of path traces in the prediction. It is often reported that the predicted and measured PAS and PDP show differences [149]–[151], which in many cases are attributed to the lack of diffuse scattering in the ordinal ray-tracing [69].

3.2.3 Scattering

Inclusion of the diffuse scattering is one of the necessary improvements of the site-specific channel modeling. Though the diffuse scattering is popularly reported at the microwave frequencies, e.g., [91], where the roughness of the scatterers is comparable to the wavelength, there is no consensus if the scattering is more dominant at the mm-wave or not since there are plenty of physical objects whose roughness is on the order of millimeter, e.g., brick walls [127] and small items on a desktop [71]. Scattering at mm-wave band has been reported in [152] through reflection coefficient measurements on cement walls with different surface roughness profiles at 28 and 38 GHz. The work concludes that the horizontal polarization is more sensitive to the roughness profile than the vertical polarization. [153] reports that diffuse scattering of electromagnetic fields is more dominant on a limestone wall than a brick wall at 28 GHz. The roughness also affects the diffracted fields e.g., behind a corner of a brick wall [127]. The use of the Kirchhoff Approximation [154] and the physical optics [155] are reported to estimate the wave scattering from rough surfaces well.
3.2.4 Field Prediction Based on Full-Scattering Approach

Site-specific field prediction based on full-scattering approach has gained little attention so far, but has more relevance at the mm-wave range due to the possible significance of physical objects that could have been insignificant at the microwave frequency range in terms of scattering. A seminal work [156] applies an elliptic scatterer distribution to site-specific indoor channel prediction. Received power of a single delay bin in a channel impulse response is a sum of multipaths originated from active scatterers on the ellipsoid. When the ellipsoid intersects a boundary of the environment, the intersection becomes active and produces scattered fields. A model in the infrared region is adopted to calculate the scattered field.

The works [145], [157], [158] use a fully-scattering approach to predict radio channels. The approach is based on an accurate structural data of the environment obtained from laser scanning; an example of the structural data is shown in Fig. 4. The scanner emits laser beams to many different directions to estimate spatial points from which the beams are bounced back using the two-way runtime measurements. The accuracy of the point measurements is usually on the order of or less than one millimeter. Aggregation of the points constitutes the structure of the environment called a point cloud. The use of the point cloud for site-specific field prediction is a new challenge, since the ordinal ray-tracing is not applicable directly and moreover obtaining a surface model of the environment from the point cloud is not necessarily an obvious task. When the separation between neighboring points in the point cloud is less than half-the-wavelength of the radio frequency, i.e., the Nyquist spatial sampling, the physical optics is applicable to yield rigorous solution of the scattered field. On the other hand, it is tempting to reduce the density of the point cloud so that the amount of scattering we calculate is smaller. To this end, the works apply the stochastic scattering model from a building wall proposed in [159] to the point cloud which does not necessarily fulfill the Nyquist spatial sampling. Different from the physical optics that assume omni-directional re-radiation from scattering objects, the stochastic scattering model can consider directional re-radiation due to the sub-Nyquist sampling. Comparison of the predicted and measured PDPs and PASs are shown in Fig. 5, demonstrating that the method can predict various types of channels dominated by diffuse scattering or specular reflections [158]. Main advantage of the method is that the surface roughness effect on the scattering is implicitly taken into account by means of the point cloud structural data of the environment, while the missing details of the material properties are complemented by the stochastic scattering model. Furthermore, it is not necessary to estimate the material characteristics of each point since they are holistically considered as reflection coefficients of an environment in the scattering model. The downside is that the stochastic scattering model always requires a calibration measurement.
to obtain the reflection coefficients and the directivity of the scattering model. Practical feasibility in computation is another problem; even though the method requires much less computational load than the physical optics, the number of scattering waves is proportional to the number of points in the point cloud, making it difficult to apply to very large scenarios where millions of points may be required even with the sub-Nyquist spatial sampling of the environment.

4. Mm-Wave Beamforming

Since mm-wave radio frequency easily makes a physically small antenna aperture electrically large, mm-wave radios are inherently much more capable of focusing beams and obtaining gains through antenna aperture than at microwave radios. The beamforming capability is at the same time a required feature for mm-wave radios in order to compensate for the high losses of radio propagation and the human blockage [160]–[163]. What makes the beamforming more relevant for future cellular applications is its potential for dense spatial frequency reuse; pointing a narrow, so-called pencil beams towards the intended user keeps interference to other users minimal, making multiple concurrent wireless data transfers feasible in a confined area [164], [165]. Furthermore, having electrically large antenna arrays at the Tx and Rx allows spatial multiplexing; not only in multipath channels, but also in LOS-only channels where the antenna arrays create multiple pencil beams that illuminate different parts of the antenna aperture on the other side [166]–[168]. When analyzing the multipath effects on beamforming performance, it is necessary to be aware of the interplay between the antennas and radio propagation since it determines the degree of channel capacity improvement through gain focusing and spatial eigenmode transmission [169], [170]. Hybrid analog-digital beamforming is considered as an attractive solution when it comes to tradeoff between hardware complexity and channel capacity [16], [171]–[174], for which the interplay gives a number of design criteria of the beamforming. This section addresses these design and performance evaluation aspects of mm-wave beamforming in the context of spatial propagation channels at the mm-wave band, which are often reported to be more directionally selective than at the microwave band e.g., [24], [43], [68], [175]. For this purpose, we first elaborate the expression of a propagation channel defined in Sect. 2.1 to estimate the spatial degrees-of-freedom (SDoF) and the channel capacity of pencil- and eigen-beamforming. Based on these metrics, we then discuss design criteria and the capacity gain of the analog-digital beamforming using our exemplary measurement result in an indoor office room.

4.1 Eigenmode Transmission at Mm-Wave

The propagation channel is expressed as a set of physical parameters in (1) using an infinite number of plane waves. It is also possible to express the propagation channel in a form of a matrix \( M \), where the \((j', j)\)-th entry \( M_{j'j} \) represents the transfer function between the \( j \)-th Tx mode to the \( j' \)-th Rx mode as [176]

\[
M = \sum_{l=1}^{L} F'(\Gamma_l) \alpha_l F^T(\Gamma_l),
\]

where \( F(\Gamma) \in \mathbb{C}^{J \times 2} \) and \( F'(\Gamma) \in \mathbb{C}^{J' \times 2} \) denote far-field electric field intensities of the modes at the Tx and Rx, respectively. The modes are orthonormal to each other, and in the three-dimensional free space they are expressed as spherical harmonics [177]. We remark the similarity of (3) and (4) but the functions \( F \) and \( F' \) representing the modes on the Tx and Rx sides respectively in (4) are not antenna radiation patterns, but are operators of the spherical Fourier transform to convert from the plane to the spherical wave domains. The dimension of the matrix \( M \) is determined by the Tx and Rx antenna aperture sizes because of their mode truncation properties [177]. The underlying physics behind the truncation is that an electromagnetic field described by a mode index higher than \( J \) attenuates rapidly as it radiates from an antenna and does not propagate over space. A rule of thumb of the truncation is that the cut-off mode index is proportional to a minimum radius enclosing the whole volume of the antenna. This means that the use of a larger antenna aperture leads to a larger dimension of \( M \). The SDoF of the radio channel \( D \) is given by the rank of \( M \), and is an upper bound of the number of eigenchannels of any radio channels realized by antenna elements on the aperture [170], i.e.,

\[
\text{rank}(H) \leq \text{rank}(M) = D,
\]

where the equality holds only if the antenna elements exploit the available multipaths in the propagation environment properly. Larger antenna apertures give more SDoF if propagation channel conditions are favorable. Figure 6(a) shows the number of normalized eigenvalues of \( M \) that exceeds different threshold levels \(-t \text{ dB}\), meaning the estimates of the rank of the propagation channels at Rx signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) \( t \text{ dB}\). The normalization is performed with respect to the strongest eigenvalue. For the LOS case, the SDoF saturates around the antenna aperture size of \( 2.1^2 \), while the SDoF of the NLOS case does not show the saturation until the antenna aperture size of \( 9.1^2 \) because of the presence of more multipaths. The step increase of the curves is attributed to the floor function of the spherical harmonics truncation.

The channel capacity can be derived for the propagation channel matrix \( M \), similarly to the transfer function channel matrix \( H \). The capacity derived from \( M \) is called an intrinsic capacity that can be realized by ideal lossless antenna apertures [178]. Similarly to the SDoF, the intrinsic capacity does not depend on the particular realization of antenna elements on the aperture, and can be derived by performing the water-filling power allocation to the eigenchannels of the propagation channel \( M \). Figure 6(b) shows the intrinsic capacity for channels with different Tx-Rx distances in an indoor LOS scenario [179]. The channel
Fig. 6  (a) Variation of the SDoF on antenna aperture size. The SDoF is defined for different threshold levels, i.e., 5, 10, 15, and 20 dB. (b) Comparison of the Ergodic channel capacity when using the pencil- and eigen-beamforming, which are shown in BF and MUX labels respectively. The capacity values are derived from indoor mm-wave channels with 2 GHz bandwidth and −10 dBm Tx power, reproduced from [179].

capacity with pencil-beamforming is overlaid; the pencil-beamforming focuses the main beam to the direction of the LOS and hence no capacity gains are obtained through spatial eigenmodes. Antenna aperture size of the Tx and Rx is 9λ^2. The pencil-beamforming gives lower capacity than the intrinsic capacity when the Tx-Rx distance is less than 3 m where the Rx SNR is high enough to exploit multiple SDoF of the channel in the case of eigen-beamforming. In contrast, the pencil-beamforming nears the intrinsic channel capacity when the Tx-Rx distance is beyond 3 m due to a small number of usable SDoF under the limited Rx SNR.

4.2 Hybrid Analog-Digital Beamforming

The SDoF and the comparison of the capacity between the eigen- and pencil-beamforming discussed in Sect. 4.1 serves as a number of design criteria for the beamforming in general. In mm-wave beamforming, the radio frequency chain is still costly and hence practically implementable beamforming architectures have been discussed. Antenna beamforming at mm-wave bands has mostly been relying on analog phase shifters, e.g., [162] for gain focusing, while the use of a few radio frequency chains for baseband digital beamforming leverages both the array and multiplexing gain [95]. A hybrid of analog and digital beamforming appears to be an attractive solution that performs near optimum as fully digital beamforming with the reduced number of radio frequency chains. For example, [171] uses a gain focusing lens and a part of feeding antennas attached to the lens for pencil analog-beamforming to yield the best receive SNR, and after that, digital beamspace precoding and combining is performed. [172] proposes hierarchical multi-resolution beamforming codebooks to realize different antenna beamwidths with joint analog-digital processing, and [16] demonstrates the hybrid beamforming by hardware prototyping in microcellular mobile access. Recalling the fact that the eigen- and pencil-beamforming defined in Sect. 4.1 correspond to the fully digital and analog beamforming, the capacity difference between these two beamforming methods in Fig. 6(b) illustrates the benefit of introducing multiple radio frequency chains for capacity improvement. According to the result, installing multiple radio frequency chains improves the capacity if the Tx-Rx distance is below 3 m, while there is no point in doing that for beyond 3 m. When the digital beamforming is useful, the number of required radio frequency chains is determined by the SDoF. The entire antenna aperture is then divided into D_s segments, each of which is connected to the radio frequency chain and performs analog beamforming. It is worthwhile to mention that these design criteria are derived under an assumption that the antenna aperture including phase shifting mechanisms is lossless. Design of analog beamforming is also an important issue, since gain focusing does not necessarily lead to improved link capacity in time-varying channel conditions. Pencil beams may lose track and the communication overhead for the beam tracking may exceed the payload [180]. The use of less-directive antennas is suggested in [47] to increase the link availability in time-varying channels due to human movement in indoor office. For outdoor cellular scenarios, [71] indicates that an antenna with wide beamwidth at a ground level may lead to robust link budget in their rooftop-to-ground channel at 28 GHz, given the rich scattering and lack of beam tracking at the rooftop. Flattening antenna beams is proposed in [163] to cope with small variations of directional antenna orientation incurred by wind for mast-mounted outdoor backhaul links. Design of the hybrid beamforming under the presence of various losses and channel time-variation is of a practical interest for mm-wave devices.

5. Challenges Ahead in Mm-Wave Channel Modeling

Having reviewed the available mm-wave channel modeling and beamforming techniques, this section identifies essential but missing features of the channel model for the design and evaluation of mm-wave radios in the context of the 5G networks as defined in Sect. 1.

5.1 Multi-User and Multi-Site Channel Model

The mm-wave radios are most likely deployed as small
cells with dense installation over space. Even though the mm-wave radios have potential of spatial domain coexistence through beamforming, co-channel interference between neighboring cells will be a possible bottleneck as in the current cellular networks operated in the microwave frequency bands. Installing multiple mm-wave radio-heads or access points is also useful to attain the macro diversity [181]. Under the presence of human shadowing, probability of LOS visibility in indoor scenarios is analyzed in [182] for a varying number of access points, while [48] demonstrates low shadowing correlation between links for two access points widely separated in an aircraft cabin. Serving multiple users in a cellular context is covered in [95], where effects of correlation between different user-links on the sum-rate spectral efficiency is analyzed in detail. The inter-link correlation is attributed to physical scatterers that are commonly visible to multiple links such as highly elevated towers [103].

Spatial and shadowing correlation between different links in multi-user and multi-site settings is an essential feature in mm-wave radio networks relying on spatial coexistence through beamforming. Channel models covering the multi-link correlation at the mm-wave band have gained little attention so far, and the works analyzing the implication of the correlation on link performance are based on channel measurements and site-specific ray-tracing field prediction. Since the inter-link correlation at the mm-wave band seems to be more apparent than at the microwave band due to the directional selectivity of the channel [95], detailed studies on the link correlation would be required for mm-wave channel models. Geometry-based models introduced in Sect. 3.1.2 are vital bases for including the inter-link correlation since they can consider the physical scatterers that are common to multiple links and can control the inter-link correlation, as demonstrated at lower frequency bands [183]. However, parameterization of the model is presently lacking because of very few channel data that allow for it and rather involved parameterization procedure.

5.2 Dual Mobility Channel Model

The mm-wave radios are thought to play an essential role in high-rate wireless data transfer both in medium- and short-range scenarios. Focusing on the short-range applications, the mm-wave radio has originally been considered as an attractive physical layer scheme for device-to-device communications in the context of personal and local area networks [9], [10] such as for desktop environments. In these environments, motion of a device affects the channel and beamforming performance significantly [180] and a dual-mobility channel imposes the most significant deterioration to the link performance. The devices are furthermore in proximity to fixtures and human body, making the shadowing much more complex than the case of “devices in free space”, a proximity effect of mm-wave devices to human body on antenna radiation characteristics is demonstrated in [184]. Presently ray-based channel models are popularly exploited to produce the device-to-device channels with dual mobility such as for various indoor scenarios [86] and also in the military context [185]. Fully stochastic channel models such as the GSCMs usually have limited support of the dual mobility since they have been developed for ordinal mobile scenarios, where the base station is not supposed to move over time. Therefore environment-specific GSCMs have been proposed for dual-mobility channels, such as [186] defining a reference highway environment by placing scatterers in plausible locations to reproduce vehicle-to-vehicle channels. A recent work [187] proposes a dual-mobility GSCM for an urban environment, where the scatterer distribution follows a simplified geometry such as a street grid. These environment-specific reference GSCMs are used to reproduce channels at microwave frequencies, and are in principle applicable also to the mm-wave bands. However, building a layout of the reference environments and their parametrization, such as density of scatterers and their scattering properties, is not necessarily straightforward at the mm-wave band because of lack of supporting channel measurements.

5.3 Frequency-Unified Channel Model

The mm-wave radios are capable of providing the high-rate wireless data transfer provided that operating environments are favorable, such as low device mobility, low variation of the surrounding environment, and marginal link blockage. Feasibility of the mm-wave radios for highly time-variant and long-range scenarios is still an open question. For this purpose, radio links operating at the lower frequency bands are essential for possible fall-back options of the mm-wave radio links [5]. Presently no channel model is available to cover wide frequency ranges from microwave to mm-wave to reproduce consistent spatio-temporal channels. There are only a few papers that consider the correlation of channels at microwave and mm-wave frequencies. A seminal work [188] mentions that a basic propagation mechanism of the measured 40 and 60 GHz outdoor channels is similar, while the fading statistics are different from microwave mobile links due to fewer multipaths. Reported comparisons of channel characteristics at the mm-wave bands cover pathloss and delay spread with those measured at 2 GHz in office rooms [189], [190], 5 GHz in halls and meeting rooms [191], [192], 6.5 GHz in a car compartment [62], 17 GHz in an office building [193], [194] and in a car compartment [195], and finally with ultrawideband indoor channels [196], [197]. Comparison of channel characteristics parameters for different mm-wave frequency bands is reported in [27] for outdoor 38 and 60 GHz channels, [90] for indoor 60 and 70 GHz channels, and [21], [28] for 28 and 73 GHz in urban cellular channels. The papers tend to reveal that the equivalent omni-directional pathloss has similar pathloss exponents for mm-wave and microwave frequencies, and the main difference stems from the existence or absence of LOS that affects the initial pathloss. However, it is necessary to have much more measurements to justify this insight. Re-
cent extensive pathloss modeling at 2.2, 4.7, and 26.4 GHz in an urban microcellular scenario [110] demonstrates applicability of the pathloss model of the ITU report to 26.4 GHz channels to great extent, which are originally stated to be valid up to 6 GHz only [102].

The consistent multi-frequency spatio-temporal model requires multipath cluster properties to be a function of the radio carrier frequencies. The clusters are an essential part of both power spectrum models and GSCMs discussed in Sect. 3.1.2. The clustering can be performed either by relating the clusters with physical objects in propagation environments [68],[198], or on a multipath parameter space [88],[199] where the carrier frequency is added as a new dimension of the space. Here, again, there are very few multi-frequency channel measurements available to date to support the modeling activity.

6. Concluding Remarks

This paper first lists the roles of the mm-wave radio that make it an essential technological component for the realization of 5G mobile access and backhaul. The capabilities include multi-user and multi-site access, simultaneous handling of short-range mobile access and medium-range back or front-haul, support of moderate user mobility, and coordination with microwave frequency links. Properties of mm-wave radio and propagation channels influential to the identified capabilities are then summarized through a comprehensive literature survey. It is possible to deduce several rules-of-thumb concerning the properties of mm-wave radio channels; 1) typical pathloss exponents of equivalent omni-directional channels are 1.7 and 3.3 in indoor LOS and NLOS scenarios, while those of outdoor cellular channels are 2.1 and between 2.7 and 4.6 in LOS and NLOS scenarios, respectively. Those exponents do not seem to differ across mm-wave frequency range, but do differ depending on the measurement environment; 2) delay spread is mostly less than 20ns even in NLOS outdoor scenarios provided the antenna beams are directed towards the strongest multipath component. The delay spreads can be much higher when antenna beam misalignment occurs, which raises direct implication on link error performance; 3) typical normalized angular spread is around 0.55 and 0.8 in indoor LOS and NLOS channels, while very few results are available in outdoor environments; 4) coherence time of indoor radio channels under the human activity is up to 50 ms typically, while the human blockage can last up to a few hundred milliseconds in crowded indoor scenarios. The paper then addressed channel modeling frameworks with respect to stochastic and site-specific approaches. The former includes power spectrum models and geometry-based models, while the latter follows the ray-tracing and more recently the full-scattering method of wave propagation as exemplified in the indoor channel modeling. These channel modeling frameworks have their own strength and drawbacks, and therefore, it is meaningful to combine several of these frameworks to accomplish demanding channel modeling activities. The joint use of measurements and site-specific field prediction allows us to interpolate and even extrapolate the measurements by the field prediction. Incorporating a characteristic geometry of the environment into a stochastic channel model yields reduction in computational complexity and improved accuracy of the reproduced channel as exemplified in the street-canyon scenario. The paper furthermore reviewed beamforming techniques as an essential enabler of the mm-wave radios. Design criteria of the hybrid analog-digital beamforming are developed based on the SDoF and a comparison of the channel capacity with pencil and eigen-beamforming, which are made possible through the expression of spatial propagation channels. Finally, essential but presently missing features of mm-wave channel models are identified; that is, 1) multi-user and multi-site model, 2) dual-mobility support, and 3) frequency-unified description. During possible actions to complement the features are discussed, it became apparent that mm-wave channel measurements and reliable channel prediction tools are very scarce to support the modeling activities. It is therefore crucial to promote collective actions on the mm-wave channel studies towards successful deployment of the mm-wave radio as a key technological element of the 5G mobile access and backhaul.
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